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ROAD TO NOWHERE Documentary Just Released!

“Superb. Thought provoking. Heartfelt reality.
Thank you for the teachings, the music and beautiful cinema.”
“Without exaggeration, this movie changed my life
and I am sure it will do the same for many others.”
“F#%&ing awesome!! Great film. I totally felt his transformation. Half way
through I was hooked. Great job. Beautifully filmed and edited. Nice!!”
Why are we here?
What are we doing?
What is all this for?
Road to Nowhere is a Music Documentary about something we all go through. It is about those times in your life
when you reach a crossroads where the things you used to do and think, that got you through, don’t work anymore.
When everything falls apart and you are trying to make sense of the pieces. When nothing feels right. When powerful questions plague your mind and answers don’t seem to be forth-coming.
And you are just floating ....
This is the story of award winning musician Johnathan Fleig at the lowest point in his life, working through
struggles with career, marriage, friends and the death of his father, all at the same time. Filmed in cooperation with
nature, the musical soundtrack was recorded live and outside in 8 beautiful locations all over Kansas. The music and
inspired story telling provide an inside look at the creative process of an artist shifting from nowhere to nowhere.
Created by Brian D. Hardin with Jonathan Fleig on a shoestring budget, the film is proof that good story telling does
not have to cost a lot of money. Filmmaker/Producer/Director Brian D. Hardin is great at creating an intimacy with
the viewer. There is an immediate connection with Jonathan Fleig so much so that you feel like his best friend sitting in the passenger seat on his road from nowhere to nowhere.
The music adds a beautiful dimension. The songs get into the depth behind the words and interviews, taking you
home, giving you time to reflect on the crossroads you have faced in your own life.

Film Screens Free in August at www.roadtonowherefilm.com.
DVDs available at www.roadtonowherefilm.com and www.jonathanfleig.com.

